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GREAT BRITAIN : NOVEMBER 30, 1782

Preliminary Articles of Peace. Articles to be inserted in and to consti-
tute the Treaty of Peace (with separate article which was not ratified),
signed at Paris November 30, 1782. Original in English.
Ratified by the United States April 15, 1783. Ratified by Great
Britain August 6, 1783. Ratifications exchanged at Paris August
13, 1783. Proclaimed April 15, 1783; see the note regarding the
proclamation.

Articles agreed upon, by and between Richard Oswald Esquire,
the Commissioner of his Britannic Majesty, for treating of Peace with
the Commissioners of the United States of America, in behalf of his
said Majesty, on the one part; and John Adams, Benjamin Franklin,
John Jay, and Henry Laurens, four of the Commissioners of the said
States, for treating of Peace with the Commissioner of his said
Majesty, on their Behalf, on the other part. To be inserted in, and
to constitute the Treaty of Peace proposed to be concluded, between
the Crown of Great Britain, and the said United States; but which
Treaty is not to be concluded, untill Terms of a Peace shall be agreed
upon, between Great Britain and France; and his Britannic Majesty
shall be ready to conclude such Treaty accordingly.

Whereas reciprocal Advantages, and mutual Convenience are found
by Experience, to form the only permanent foundation of Peace and
Friendship between States; It is agreed to form the Articles of the
proposed Treaty, on such Principles of liberal Equity, and Reciprocity,
as that partial Advantages, (those Seeds of Discord!) being excluded,
such a beneficial and satisfactory Intercourse between the two Coun-
tries, may be establish'd, as to promise and secure to both perpetual
Peace and Harmony.

ARTICLE 1! t

His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the said United States, Viz.
New Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and
Georgia, to be free Sovereign and independent States; That he treats
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with them as such; And for himself, his Heirs and Successors, relin-
quishes all Claims to the Government, Propriety, and territorial
Rights of the same, and every part thereof; and that all Disputes
which might arise in future, on the Subject of the Boundaries of the
said United States, may be prevented, It is hereby agreed and declared
that the following are, and shall be their Boundaries Viz.

ARTICLE 21

From the north west Angle of Nova Scotia, Vizt that Angle which
is form'd by a Line drawn due north, from the Source of S Croix
River to the Highlands, along the said Highlands which divide those
Rivers that empty themselves into the River St Laurence, from those
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the northwesternmost Head of
Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that River to
the 45!h Degree of North Latitude; from thence by a Line due West
on said Latitude, untill it strikes the River Iroquois, or Cataraquy;
thence along the middle of said River into Lake Ontario; through the
middle of said Lake, untill it strikes the Communication by Water
between that Lake and Lake Erie; thence along the middle of said
Communication into Lake Erie, through the middle of said Lake,
untill it arrives at the Water Communication between that Lake and
Lake Huron; thence along the middle of said water communication
into the Lake Huron; thence through the middle of said Lake to the
Water Communication between that Lake and Lake Superior;
thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal & Phe-
lipeaux, to the Long Lake; thence through the middle of said Long
Lake, and the water Communication between it and the Lake of the
Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods, thence through the said Lake
to the most Northwestern point thereof, and from thence on a due
west Course to the River Missisippi; thence by a Line to be drawn
along the middle of the said River Missisippi, untill it shall intersect
the northernmost part of the 31!t Degree of North Latitude. South,
by a Line to be drawn due East, from the Determination of the Line
last mentioned, in the Latitude of 31 Degrees North of the Equator,
to the middle of the River Apalachicola or Catahouche; thence along
the middle thereof, to its junction with the Flint River; thence strait
to the Head of St Mary's River, and thence down along the middle
of St Mary's River to the Atlantic Ocean. East, by a Line to be
drawn along the middle of the River SS Croix, from its Mouth in the
Bay of Fundy to its Source; and from its Source directly North, to
the aforesaid Highlands which divide the Rivers that fall into the
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Atlantic Ocean, from those which fall into the River St Laurence;
comprehending all Islands within twenty Leagues of any part of the
Shores of the united States, and lying between Lines to be drawn due
East from the points where the aforesaid Boundaries between Nova
Scotia on the one part and East Florida on the other shall respectively
touch the Bay of Fundy, and the Atlantic Ocean; excepting such
Islands as now are, or heretofore have been within the Limits of the
said Province of Nova Scotia.

ARTICLE 3.

It is agreed, that the People of the United States shall continue
to enjoy unmolested the Right to take Fish of every kind on the
Grand Bank, and on all the other Banks of Newfoundland; Also
in the Gulph of St Laurence, and at all other Places in the Sea
where the Inhabitants of both Countries used at any time hereto-
fore to fish. And also that the Inhabitants of the united States
shall have Liberty to take Fish of every kind on such part of the
Coast of Newfoundland, as British Fishermen shall use, (but not
to dry or cure the same on that Island,) and also on the Coasts,
Bays, and Creeks of all other of his Britannic Majesty's Dominions
in America, and that the American Fishermen shall have Liberty
to dry and cure Fish in any of the unsettled Bays Harbours and
Creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, so long
as the same shall remain unsettled; but so soon as the same or either
of them shall be settled, it shall not be lawful for the said Fishermen
to dry or cure Fish at such Settlement, without a previous Agree-
ment for that purpose with the Inhabitants Proprietors or Possessors
of the Ground.

ARTICLE 4th

It is agreed that Creditors on either side, shall meet with no lawful
Impediment to the Recovery of the full value in Sterling Money of
all bonA fide Debts heretofore contracted.

ARTICLE 5!b

It is agreed that the Congress shall earnestly recommend it to
the Legislatures of the respective States, to provide for the Restitu-
tion of all Estates, Rights, and Properties which have been con-
fiscated, belonging to real British Subjects; and also of the Estates
Rights and Properties of Persons resident in Districts in the Pos-
session of his Majesty's Arms; and who have not borne Arms against
the said United States: And that Persons of any other Description
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shall have free Liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the
thirteen United States, and therein to remain twelve months un-
molested in their Endeavours to obtain the Restitution of such of
their Estates, Rights and Properties as may have been confiscated;
And that Congress shall also earnestly recommend to the several
States a Reconsideration and Revision of all Acts or Laws regarding
the premises, so as to render the said Laws or Acts perfectly con-
sistent not only with Justice and Equity, but with that spirit
of Conciliation which on the Return of the Blessings of Peace should
universaly prevail. And that Congress shall also earnestly recom-
mend to the several States, that the Estates Rights and Properties
of such last mention'd Persons shall be restored to them; they
refunding to any Persons who may be now in Possession the bona
fide Price, (where any has been given,) which such Persons may have
paid on purchasing any of the said Lands, Rights, or Properties
since the Confiscation.

And it is agreed that all Persons who have any Interest in confis-
cated Lands, either by Debts, Marriage Settlements or otherwise,
shall meet with no lawful Impediment in the prosecution of their
just Rights.

ARTICLE 6t1h

That there shall be no future Confiscations made, nor any pros-
ecutions commenced against any Person or Persons, for or by reason
of the Part which he or they may have taken in the present War,
and that no person shall on that account suffer any future Loss or
Damage either in his Person, Liberty or Property; and that those
who may be in confinement on such charges, at the time of the
Ratification of the Treaty in America, shall be immediately set at
Liberty, and the Prosecutions so commenced be discontinued.

ARTICLE 7th

There shall be a firm and perpetual Peace, between his Britannic
Majesty and the said States, and between the Subjects of the one
and the Citizens of the other, Wherefore all Hostilities both by Sea
and Land shall then immediately cease: All Prisoners on both sides
shall be set at Liberty, & his Britannic Majesty shall, with all con-
venient speed, & without causing any Destruction or carrying away
any Negroes, or other Property of the American Inhabitants with-
draw all his Armies Garrisons and Fleets from the said United
States, and from every Port, Place, and Harbour within the same;
leaving in all Fortifications the American Artillery that may be
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therein: And shall also order and cause all Archives, Records, Deeds
and Papers belonging to any of the said States, or their Citizens,
which in the Course of the War may have fallen into the hands of
his Officers to be forthwith restored and delivered to the proper
States & Persons to whom they belong.

ARTICLE 89.

The Navigation of the River Mississippi from its Source to the
Ocean, shall for ever remain free and open to the Subjects of Great
Britain and the Citizens of the United States.

ARTICLE ,9th

In case it should so happen that any Place or Territory belonging
to Great Britain, or to the United States, should be conquered by the
Arms of either, from the other, before the Arrival of these Articles
in America, It is agreed that the same shall be restored, without
Difficulty, and without requiring any Compensation.

Done at Paris, the thirtieth day of November, in the year One
thousand Seven hundred Eighty Two

RICHARD OSWALD [Seal]
JOHN ADAMS. [Seal]
B FRANKLIN [Seal]
JOHN JAY [Seal]
HENRY LAURENS. [Seal]

[On the page of the original next after the above signatures, is the
following, the brackets being in the original:]

Witness
The Words [and Henry Laurens] between the fifth and sixth Lines

of the first Page; and the Words [or carrying away any Negroes, or
other Property of the American Inhabitants] between the seventh
and eighth Lines of the eighth Page, being first interlined

CALEB WHITEFOORD

Secretary to the British Commission.
W. T. FRANKLIN

Sec- to the American Commission
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[On the last written page of the original appears the separate
article, which was not ratified.']

NOTES

No original of this treaty is to be found in the archives of the
Department of State or in the Library of Congress. The available
evidence tends to support the view that no such original was ever
received in the United States.

The text of the treaty here printed is from the original signed
treaty which is in the British archives, a facsimile whereof is now in
the Department of State file.

John Adams in his Journal for November 30, 1782, the date of
signature, writes:

We met first at Mr Jay's, then at Mr Oswald's, examined & compared the
Treaties .... Then the Treaties were signed, sealed & delivered, & we all
went out to Passy to dine with Dr Franklin. (84 C. C. Papers, IV, folio 278.)

While the language quoted does not exclude the possibility of
more than duplicate originals, still it seems more appropriate for two
than for a greater number. Adams's letter of December 4, 1782, to
Robert R. Livingston, Secretary for Foreign Affairs, purports to
transmit an original. ie says "It is with much pleasure that I
transmit you the Preliminary Treaty between the K. of G. Britain
& the United States of America."

However, the words regarding the treaty may not have been
used with precision and perhaps meant only a copy of the treaty.
The letter (84 C. C. Papers, IV, folios 301-4), while signed by Adams,
is endorsed, in Thomson's hand, "Duplicate from Mr Adams," and
the enclosure following (folio 305) is a copy of the treaty.

It is to be remembered that at this period letters overseas were
usually written in from two to four or even more originals, all of
which were signed and sent, if possible, by different ships. Com-
plaints of tampering with the despatches were frequent. Formal docu-
ments were often prepared in various originals for this reason. Con-

I It reads as follows:
SEPARATE ARTICLE.

It is hereby understood and agreed, that in case Great Britain at the Con-
clusion of the present War, shall recover, or be put in possession of West Florida,
the Line of North Boundary between the said Province and the United States,
shall be a Line drawn from the Mouth of the River Yassous where it unites with
the Mississippi due East to the River Apalachicola.

Done at Paris the thirtieth day of November, in the year One thousand Seven
hundred and Eighty Two.

Attest RICHARD OSWALD [Seal]
CALEB WHrrEFOORD JoHN ADAMS. [Seal]

Secy to the British Commission. B FRANKLIN (Seal]
Attest JoHN JAY [Seal]

W. T. FRANKLIN HENRY LAURENS. [Seal]
SecY to the American Commission



gress ordered six ratifications of the treaties of February 6, 1778, to
be transmitted abroad "by different conveyances" and directed the
Marine Committee to "provide vessels for carrying the said des-
patches" (Journals, XI, 463-64).

But when there was an enclosure to a letter, it might well be that
there was available only one original of the enclosure; so, while each
one of the (say) four texts of the letter was in a strict sense an original,
the enclosure in three of them would be a copy; and consequently
one may and does find an original letter which says it encloses an
original document, when the enclosure with it is a copy.

The report of December 14, 1782, addressed to the Secretary for
Foreign Affairs and signed by Adams, Franklin, Jay, and Laurens,
the body of which is in the writing of William Temple Franklin (85
C. C. Papers folio 254), enclosed "a Copy of the Articles," and the
enclosure (folio 262) is a copy. Adams's Journal for November 30
and the two letters of December 4 and 14, 1782, above cited, are
printed in Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, at pages 90,
106, and 131, respectively.

Further light is thrown on the question by certain letters of Richard
Oswald (who signed the treaty on behalf of Great Britain), copies of
which are in the Library of Congress (12 Franklin Papers, Oswald's
Journal, 1782; but that book is not properly a "journal"; it is a
transcript of volume 70 of the Shelburne Papers, now in the William
L. Clements Library and entitled "The Correspondence with Mr.
Oswald the Commissioner at Paris").

On November 30, 1782, Oswald wrote to his chief, the Right Honor-
able T. Townshend (Secretary of State for Colonial Affairs), enclosing
"the Articles of Treaty, signed and sealed." On December 4, 1782,
another letter of Oswald to Townshend states:

This goes by the Messenger Coates, and accompanies Two Copies of the said
Treaty, certified, as Duplicates of the abovementioned Original, by the Gentle-
men who witnessed the same, when executed. The Commissioners did not
incline to sign any more than the two Original that were executed on the 30'?
Ultimo being satisfied that Copies, so certified, will not be objected to in America,
and is all that will be transmitted by them in the Packet they are to send to that
Country.

Still another letter of the same date, addressed by Oswald to H.
Strachey, who had been with him during the latter part of the nego-
tiations further discusses the procedure and refers to two copies
certified by Doctor Franklin.

The conclusion from the foregoing is this. While it was a common
practice at the time to sign more than duplicate originals of a treaty,
that course was not followed in this instance. Only two originals
were signed. It was agreed that certified copies would be sufficient
for use in the United States, and accordingly various certified copies
were prepared, some of them being certified by Benjamin Franklin.
One of the two originals was delivered to Oswald and sent by him to
London. The other original was retained by the American Commis-
sioners in Paris; and at the time only certified copies were sent to the
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United States, both in Adams's letter of December 4 and in the report
of the Commissioners of December 14, 1782.

The Department of State file, so far as it goes, confirms these con-
clusions, because it contains two certified copies of the treaty; one
of them is certified by W. T. Franklin, without date, with the words
"A true Copy from the Original in my Possession." The other has
on its final page a certification under the seal of Benjamin Franklin,
which is over the original blue ribbon which still binds the sheets
together; it is dated at Passy December 4, 1782, and reads, over
Franklin's signature, "A true Copy, examined and compared with
the Original by."

Neither of those two certified copies notes or has any interlinea-
tions; and neither is the same as the signed original in punctuation;
each omits one word; and the two differ in those regards inter se; the
text of the treaty in the Statutes at Large appears to have been
taken from the copy certified by Doctor Franklin; for in that copy
the word "said" is omitted in the phrase "along the said Highlands"
in the opening sentence of Article 2; and in the same article "Pheli-
peaux" is "Phelippeaux."

However, there was one original in the possession of the American
Commissioners at Paris, and the question remains, What became of it?
The evidence on this point is negative.

After Franklin came back to the United States in the summer of
1785, he wrote a letter on September 19 to Jay, who by this time had
become Secretary for Foreign Affairs, saying that he transmitted by
the hands of his grandson (W. T. Franklin) all the original treaties
which he had been concerned in negotiating (Diplomatic Correspond-
ence, 1783-1789, I, 398-99).

That letter did not contain a list of the enclosed papers; but on
October 11, 1785, Jay, in a report to the President of Congress, made
such a list (81 C. C. Papers, I, folios 445-47). That list is very inter-
esting. It includes instruments of ratification, as well as original
treaties; indeed, it includes about every original paper that one would
expect to find in it, with the single exception of this treaty of Novem-
ber 30, 1782; it includes even the British instrument of ratification of
this treaty; and, furthermore, every original paper mentioned in the
list is either in the archives of the Department of State or in the
Library of Congress.

A possible inference is that the original of this treaty in some way
disappeared from the Paris files of the American Commissioners.
Clearly Franklin would have brought it with him if it had then beenfound. He said he transmitted the originals of all the treaties whichhe had been concerned in making, and this was one of them, and he
did bring with him the British instrument of ratification of this very
treaty.

There are two copies of the treaty which have some bearing on theform of the originals. One of them is in Oswald's Journal (beginning

at page 646). Toward the end of that copy, after the signatures but
before the separate article, there is a note of two interlineations. It



seems clear from them that that copy was written directly and literally
from one of the signed originals, namely, the one delivered to Oswald
and now in the archives of the British Government; and the facsimile
of that original shows this to be the case.

The other copy is that written in the journal of the American Com-
missioners, beginning at page 62; the book is in the Library of Congress
(8 Franklin Papers, Records of the U. S. Legation, Paris; Peace
Commissioners, 1780-1783. There is a duplicate journal, 8A, of the
same title, but it has a different pagination and lacks some pages.)

Toward the end of that copy, after the signatures but before the
separate article, appears a note of four interlineations, witnessed by
the two secretaries; it thus appears probable that that copy was also
written directly and literally from a signed original which the American
Commissioners in Paris retained. This seems the more likely in view
of the fact that the notes of interlineations in the respective journals
differ as to their line and page numbers; and the American record shows
four interlineations, while the British record shows only two. Fur-
thermore, one of the interlineations recorded in each list is of the
words (in Article 7)" or carrying away any Negroes, or other Property
of the American Inhabitants."

The insertion of those words was, as Adams's Journal shows, a
change made almost at the moment of the signature of the treaty
(Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 90).

NOTE REGARDING RATIFICATION

The Department of State file now contains a facsimile of the United
States instrument of ratification. The cover page reads "Ratification
of the Preliminary Articles of Peace between Great Britain and the
United States of America.. Done at Paris November 30Y 1782."
The instrument is dated April 15, 1783; it is signed at the end by
Elias Boudinot and Robert R. Livingston and attested by Charles
Thomson, Secretary. The Great Sear is impressed at the left top of
the first page. So there can be no doubt that April 15, 1783 is the
correct date of ratification by the United States (see Journals, KXIV,
243-51). The approval by Congress on April 11, 1783, of the proc-
lamation printed below, was a real assent to the articles of Novem-
ber 30, 1782, but was not a formal ratification thereof. The letter of
Livingston to John Adams of April 14, 1783 (Wharton, Diplomatic
Correspondence, VI, 375), says that "Congress, the day before yes-
terday, agreed to ratify the Provisional Articles as such." This must
refer to the vote of April 11; but the ratification was voted on April 15.

Indeed, there was much divergence of opinion in Congress as to the
propriety or necessity of ratification of the "Provisional Articles." A
majority of the committee which reported on the matter (James
Madison and Richard Peters) opposed ratification. The minority
(Alexander Hamilton) favored it. The form of the treaty was
thought to be somewhat ambiguous; James Wilson called it "con-
tingently definitive." Finally unanimous ratification was voted (see
the notes of Madison, Journals, XXV, 958-60).
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It is to be remembered that Congress at this time was aware of the
fact that the Preliminaries of Peace between France and Great
Britain, and also between Great Britain and Spain, had not only been
signed on January 20, 1783, but had gone into force by the respective
exchanges of ratifications on the following February 3 and 9.

There is no protocol or other similar record of the exchange of
ratifications in the Department of State file; and no such record has
been found in the British archives.

The date of exchange is reported in a letter of John Adams to
Livingston, August 13, 1783 (Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence,
VI, 645); also in a letter of Hartley to Fox (Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs) of the same date (copied in Bancroft's Transcripts,
Hartley's Negotiations, II, 41, NYPL).

NOTE REGARDING THE SEPARATE ARTICLE

The separate article did not go into force. It is omitted from the
instrument of ratification of Great Britain and also from that of
the United States, although in the draft voted by Congress (Journals,
XXIV, 250-51) it appears. See the letter of Livingston (Secretary
for Foreign Affairs) to the Commissioners, under date of April 21,
1783 (Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 387), where he says:

You will observe that the [enclosed] ratification [of the provisional articles]
does not extend to the separate article. The treaty between Spain and Great
Britain [the preliminaries of January 20, 1783, by the third article whereof Great
Britain yielded both East and West Florida to Spain] renders it unnecessary,
and Congress not caring to express any sentiment upon that subject. (Italics not
in original.)

The separate article was supposed to be secret; but according to
Livingston, it very soon became an open secret (letter to the Com-
missioners, March 25, 1783, Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence,
VI, 338-39).

NOTE REGARDING THE PROCLAMATION

The United States instrument of ratification of April 15, 1783, was
published at the time and served as a proclamation of the text. There
is a print of it among the broadsides in the Library of Congress (see
Journals, XXV, 985, item 403); a facsimile thereof is in the Depart-
ment of State file; like the original instrument it omits the separate
article.

It has at various times been stated that Congress ordered the procla-
mation of the above articles (except the separate article) on April
11, 1783. This, in the correct sense of a proclamation of the text, is
erroneous. On the date mentioned, Congress agreed unanimously
to a proclamation (printed below) which declared "the Cessation
of Arms" and which mentioned generally the "Provisional Articles"
of November 30 1782, but more particularly the various documents
signed at Versailles January 20, 1783; namely, the "Preliminaries
for restoring Peace" between France and Great Britain and between
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Spain and Great Britain, and -the Declarations for Suspension of
Arms between Great Britain and the United States (Document 8).

The date of that proclamation has been given as April 12 (Wharton,
Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 370-72). But April 11 is the date
of the original. Six early prints are noted in Journals, XXV, 984-85.
The Journals of Congress give April 11 as the date (Journals, XXIV,
238-40), and on that day it was transmitted to Sir Guy Carleton,
Commander of the British forces in New York, although the circular
letter to the governors of the States was under date of April 12
(Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, VI, 367-68).

The original proclamation is in the archives department of the office
of the Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; not in the
Massachusetts State Library, as stated in Journals, XXV, 984, item
400. The text here printed is from a facsimile thereof which is now
in the Department of State file of the Declarations for Suspension of
Arms (Document 8).

By the UNITED STATES of America In Congress Assembled. A PROCLAMA-
TION Declaring the Cessation of Arms, as well by Sea as by Land, agreed
upon between the United States of America and His Britannic Majesty; and
enjoining the Observance thereof.

Whereas Provisional Articles were signed at Paris on the Thirtieth Day of
November last, between the Ministers Plenipotentiary of the United States of
America for treating of Peace, and the Minister Plenipotentiary of His Britannic
Majesty, to be inserted in and to constitute the Treaty of Peace proposed to be
concluded between the United States of America and his Britannic Majesty,
when Terms of Peace should be agreed upon between their Most Christian and
Britannic Majesties: And Whereas Preliminaries for restoring Peace between
their Most Christian and Britannic Majesties were signed at Versailles, on the
Twentieth Day of January last, by the Ministers of their Most Christian and
Britannic Majesties: And Whereas Preliminaries for restoring Peace between the
said King of Great Britain and the King of Spain were also signed at Versailles,
on the same Twentieth Day of January last.

By which said Preliminary Articles it hath been agreed, That as soon as the
same were ratified, Hostilities between the said Kings, their Kingdoms, States
and Subjects, should Cease in all Parts of the World; and it was farther agreed,
That all Vessels and Effects that might be taken in the Channel and in the
North Seas, after the Space of Twelve Days from the Ratification of the said
Preliminary Articles, should be restored; that the Term should be One Month
from the Channel and North Seas as far as the Canary Islands inclusively,
whether in the Ocean or the Mediterranean, Two Months from the said Canary
Islands as far as the Equinoctial Line or Equator; and lastly, Five Months in all
other Parts of the World without any Exception or more particular Description
of time or Place: And Whereas it was Declared by the Minister Plenipotentiary
of the King of Great Britain, in the Name and by the express Order of the King
his Master, on the said Twentieth day of January last, that the said United
States of America, their Subjects and their Possessions shall be comprised in the
above mentioned Suspension of Arms, at the same Epochs, and in the same
manner, as the three Crowns above mentioned, their Subjects and Possessions
respectively; upon Condition that on the Part, and in the Name of the United
States of America, a similar Declaration shall be Delivered, expressly Declaring
their Assent to the said Suspension of Arms, and containing an Assurance of the
most perfect Reciprocity on their Part: And Whereas the Ministers Plenipo-
tentiary of these United States, did, on the same Twentieth Day of January,
in the Name and by the Authority of the said United States, accept the said
Declaration, and declare that the said States should cause all Hostilities to Cease
against His Britannic Majesty, his Subjects and his Possessions, at the Terms
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and Epochs agreed upon between His said Majesty the King of Great-Britain,
His Majesty the King of France, and His Majesty the King of Spain, so, and in
the same Manner, as had been agreed upon between those Three Crowns, and to
produce the same Effects: And Whereas the Ratifications of the said Preliminary
Articles between their Most Christian and Britannic Majesties were exchanged
by their Ministers on the Third Day of February last and between His Britannic
Majesty and the King of Spain on the Ninth Day of February last: And Whereas
it is Our Will and Pleasure that the Cessation of Hostilities between the United
States of America and his Britannic Majesty, should be conformable to the
Epochs fixed between their Most Christian and Britannic Majesties.

We have thought fit to make known the same to the Citizens of these States
and we hereby strictly Charge and Command all our Officers, both by Sea and
Land, and others, Subjects of these United States, to Forbear all Acts of Hos-
tility, either by Sea or by Land, against His Britannic Majesty or his Subjects,
from and after the respective Times agreed upon between their Most Christian
and Britannic Majesties as aforesaid.

And We do further require all Governors and others, the Executive Powers of
these United States respectively, to cause this our Proclamation to be made
Public, to the end that the same be duly observed within their several Jurisdic-
tions.

Done in Congress, at Philadelphia, this Eleventh Day of April, in the Year of
our Lord One Thousand Seven Hundred and Eighty-Three, and of our Sover-
eignty and Independence the Seventh.

Attest
CHA THOMSON Sect

ELIAS BOUDINOT Preaids
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